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GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE RESER
Copenhagen 2015
IDA, Kalvebod Brygge 31, København K – September 12th, 2015, 9.00 – 12.00
Members of the RESER Council:
Brita Hermelin (Linköping University), Céline Merlin Brogniard (University of Lille),
Gisela di Meglio (Universidad Complutense de Madrid); José Luis Navarro-Espigares
(University of Granada), Marie Christine Monnoyer (Université de Toulouse 1), Markus
Scheuer (RWI Essen), Patrik Ström (University of Gothenburg, President), Pedro Costa
(University Institute of Lisbon), Lars Fuglsang (Roskilde University, organizer of 2015
conference).
(Members of council excused: Alexander Schletz (Fraunhofer IAO, Stuttgart); Laurentiu
Tachiciu (Academy of Economic Studies, Bucharest); Maria Savona (SPRU, UK), Risto
Rajala (Aalto University))
Members of the RESER and other participants:
Jean Philippe (Aix Marseille University), Marja Toivonen (Aalto University), Grete
Rusten (Bergen University), Metka Stare (University of Ljubljana), Jon Sundbo (Roskilde
University), Flemming Sørensen (Roskilde University), Zhuo Zhang (Aix Marseille
University); Estibaliz Hernandez (Mondragon Innovation and Knowledge); Jose
Aureliano Martin Segura (Granada University), Cesar Perez Lopez (IEF), Luna Leoni
(Rome University), Janina Evers (RIAS)

Agenda
1. Opening of the GA
2. Approval of Helsinki 2014 GA Minutes
3. Council Activity Report 2014-2015
4. Priority activities in 2014/2015
Grants
Publications
Collaboration and awareness

5. Financial account and budget approval
6. Elections of new council members
8. Conference 2017
7. Other
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1. Opening of the GA
The RESER president Patrik Strom opened the GA and thanked the local organizers in Copenhagen
for an excellent conference.

2. Approval of Helsinki 2014 GA Minutes
The Helsinki 2014 General Assembly Minutes were approved by the GA, without changes.

3. Council Activity Report 2014-2015
The council activity report was presented by the President. The activity report was discussed with the
GA participants, and is annexed to these minutes. A comprehensive and sequential presentation of the
several items was made, with particular focus on the accomplishment of the several RESER Council
priorities for 2014/15 and the implementation of medium term RESER action plan.
Summary of the topics presented (cf. annex for details):
1. GENERAL INFORMATION ON THE RESER COUNCIL WORKS
- Council meetings and communication with members
- Membership
2. HELSINKI RESER 2014 CONFERENCE
3. RESER COUNCIL PRIORITIES FOR 2014/15
a) Collaboration with the organization of the 2015 annual conference, in Copenhagen
b) PhD Colloquium, at Roskilde University
c) Publications and relation with SIJ
d) PhD Mobility Grant and Small Research Grant
e) Long Term membership
f) Relation with REDLAS
4. OTHER ACTIVITIES OF THE COUNCIL
4.1. WEBPAGE MANAGEMENT
4.2 ENHANCING AND MAPPING RESER COMMUNITY
5. ADMINISTRATION AND FINANCIAL ISSUES
6. OTHER ISSUES
- Conference 2016 (Naples) and 2017
- Calls for proposals
- Preparation of electoral process
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Some particular topics encouraged specific comment by some AG participants:
- Marja Toivonen reported that we had 6 journals with selection of papers from the 2014 Helsinki
conference (being 3 of these special editions already out now)
(3 now out)
- Technology Innovation Management Review (special issue, published on February 15,
including a sponsored big add to next RESER conference);
- Journal of Inspiration Economics (new journal, with selection process coordinated by F.
Gallouj);
- Journal of Energy and Environment (from their initiative, selection of papers on environment
and sustainable issues)
(3 on hold)
- Journal of Service Science (ongoing process, special issue, on social innovation issues)
- Economie et Société, series on Economics and Management of Services (EGS) journal
(ongoing publishing process coordinated by F. Gallouj)
- Journal of Industry and Innovation (special issue on social systems of innovation, which
process of selection started recently)
MCM highlighted the importance (and the need) to have a comprehensive list of persons who
published in each journal, to give the information in the website. Conference organizers will provide
that information.
- REDLAS conference
Gisela di Meglio informed that despite the interest of several RESER members to participate in this
year’s Montevideo Conference, at the end no member was able to go; nevertheless, Maria Savona was
presenting a communication by skype.
- Other conferences
Brita Hermelin and Grete Rusten reported an unforeseen accident which impeded their presence at
RSA conference session, organized by themselves, but considered this a positive experience, to repeat,
as well as other previously organized session, e.g, last year at AAG.
Metka reported also previous experiences (eg Marketing Association meeting,…), and the GA agreed
that this is something to reinforce in next years, opening RESER to the exterior, avoiding lock in, and
trying to engage others in our conferences.
The need to keep on both perspectives was claimed:
- on the one hand, having special sessions organized at other associations’ meetings;
- and on the other hand, to have also special sessions in our conferences, as in the past (e.g., an
EU project with RESER members, etc.)
- Website
MCM remembered the need of information, but also the updating of information – e.g, paper or book
publications, presentations about services in big conferences, etc,
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Effort was made this year to present PhD students to RESER community through the website. It is
important to feed the news all over year and not just immediately before and after the conference.
The publication of conference papers at the website was also discussed, and the relation with journal
publications schedules. In parallel to this discussion, MCM reported the publication of 3 Aix-en
Provence Conference papers in SIJ (and no publication of others, after a complex process, eg, papers
of reputed researchers with 4 revisons, accepted by reser nominated editors, but then rejected at the
end by journal editors); In the case of the process of publication of Bucharest Conference papers, the
same process occurred, and there is at least one paper published now.
MCM remembered no need of password to access to the website; all publication is made by MCM, so,
all the information to be published should be directed to her.
- Other:
-Grete Rusten highlighted the high level of activity presented by the council considering the kind of
structuring of the work of the organization, which is non-professional and “volunteer” based.
- Metka requested more information about the High Level Group conference; PS reported briefly the
dynamics of transformation in the structure with new European Commission formation and new DG’s;
It was also reported information provided by Peter Smith to some members, considering that this
would be a good moment to seize opportunities, seizing the changes in the organizational structure of
the European Commission. It was discussed that new influent persons should be aware of RESER
activities, and may be a way can be that they can be invited to next conference (as occurred in the
past).

4. Priority activities in 2014/2015
PS presented some of the priorities for the Council Activity for 2014/15, which were discussed by the
GA.
- Grants
- PhD Students grant
In sequence of the debates held on precedent meetings, the question of support schemes to PhD
students was discussed by the GA. Patrik framed the question and remembered the issue of the
possibility of opening to applicants which are not RESER members, or not come from teams from
RESER network. The deadline to application was normally in June, so mobility can start in
September, but there have been lack of applications, as discussed in previous meetings.
A general discussion was launsched with participation of several members:
- Brita defended that since money comes from member fees, we should in general keep the grants to
members;
- Gisela supported also that the money should be used to increase collaboration amongst members of
the network;
- It was remembered that we have now more flexible conditions, but we don’t have applications
neither this year or previous;
- Patrik suggested the possibility of pos-doc students also apply;
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- Grete R. suggested if we could raise the financial value of the grant, as RESER finances are well, and
that could raise attractiveness;
- It was remembered the need to be a RESER member when apply, but just the applicant institution
(which is not impeditive for the candidates; and if they are participants in any RESER meeting they
are also memebers);
- Luna Leone defended the importance of opening to post docs, because of practical issues: In some
case, to be recognized mobility within a PhD program, there is a need of staying abroad at least 6
months, and post doc could be more flexible; may be that can be an opportunity;
- GA agreed that the grant should be eligible also to pos-docs, but effectively this possibility is already
in the rules, we just need to market here more this point;
- A brief discussion was held discussing if we should raise the value of the grant; the possibility of
raising the value, but to have a minimum time (2 months, 1 month…) was suggest. After debate, it
was considered that we should keep the value of 3000 euros for 1 stay of one month, and the
possibility to extend it to 4000 euros, if the stay is set for more time than this;
- Pedro remembered the possibility of combining this individual students’ research grant with the
small research grant application, in projects that can combine the stay of a student in one team in the
scope of a broader small research project, which can also improve the attractiveness and consistency
for applications.
- Marie-Christine suggested the possibility of extending this year’s deadline until the end of
December;
- Lars reported the case of a potential applicant, which this year has contacted Roskylde University,
interested in this possibility (Silvia Morales, from Grenoble). The general opinion was that she should
be encouraged to submit a proposal. There is no formal problem, as she is a RESER member being
present at the conference this year (even if Grenoble at university, which was a former RESER team,
now they are not RESER members, although some research in services is made). Being an individual
member she can apply.
- Research grant
Patrik launched also the debate about the small research grant: it has set the value of 5000 euros; it
was sometimes already used, although we do not have applicants for now; it is of fundamental
importance being RESER teams involved. A debate was held on if we should keep it or not, and the
GA agreed on that, on the sequence of Council’s discussion.
It is not updated the information in the website, including the deadline. In past, the deadline was
established for January (in order to have results decided on the annual face to face meeting of
February).
It was set January 31st deadline for the next one.
- Publications
Patrik reported the updates on the possibility of having a RESER books with Edward Elgar. However,
doubts remain (also in the publisher) about if we have enough good and coherent papers that could be
a platform to a book every year (and if we are able to have interest of people in publish their papers in
book format, i.e., have critical mass of papers every year).
The idea would be, e.g., to have 6 good papers on a theme, from conference participants who wants to
publish on the book, and other people working on the area could be invited to add also texts.
This needs a significant workload, may be 2 or 3 persons from council plus local organizing team
(without surcharging too much these ones).
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Grete suggested that we could use the small research grant to help editorial committees (helping
through a project to meet, and so on);
Marie-Christine suggested to seize the expertise of well-known and experient RESER senior members
(e.g Will Beyers, P. Daniels,…), some of them with wide book publishing experience, to be involved
in this process (as invited editors, e.g), may be offering them a “reward”, a compensation for their
work (e.g., free attendance in next conference, or membership fees, etc.).
Brita suggested the possibility of setting easier schemes, and keep it simple: e.g, direct support for
specific book projects, which would be easier to remember and to handle;
Council agreed on this, and to explore further these suggestions.
A discussion on the visibility of RESER conference papers was also held. There is an well identified
problem with the availability of these papers in RESER webpage (as it was made in the past), because
of the problems with journal publishers, which often (and increasingly) do not publish papers which
were available before in proceedings of working papers.
In order to overcome this problem, the council suggests having all conference abstracts on the website
(instead of the papers, in a first moment, and then with links to the papers in their publishable
versions), as a kind of repository which could also increase the interest of RESER webpage for
services research community. The dissemination of abstracts is not affecting negatively the publishing
industry (on the contrary…) and will not be problematic to them, and the RESER community can have
a simple and consistent repository of its information, and all production presented at the conferences,
as well as links to the published papers.
I was decided to upload just the abstracts of authors who were effectively present/registered at the
conference (as there were some absences)
A brief discussion was also held on this parallel issue: how to secure that people show up at a
conference (or to not have heir in the program and abstract books if they not show up).
The problem was identified by this year’s organizers, with particular accuracy, and a brief debate was
held on how to overcome it, with articulation with the registration calendar or other forms. Several
suggestions were made: the possibility of having a pre-payment to have abstract; to make the authors
aware that the name would not be put in the program without payment (BH); to publish a second/final
version of the abstract books, after the conference (JLN); to make the deadline for the author’s
registration coincident with early bird dates (MS); or make sure to have cross checked all
presentations before the conference as usual practice, as made by some organizational teams (MT). It
was considered to have all these suggestions in consideration for next editions and pass the
information to future local organizing teams.
- Collaboration with other networks and RESER awareness
Patrik presented the issue and it was briefly discussed by GA members.
Metka argued that he most important relation with exterior is the webpage, as it has been strategically
assumed in recent times by the council; but this reality draws extra importance to the information
being in webpage (in quantity and quality), and members should individually make an effort to send
info and news.
The return to a more regular sending of the minutes to members could also improve awareness of
deadlines and other things.
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5. Financial account and budget approval
The financial account and the budget proposal were presented by the treasurer, Jose Luis Navarro. The
documents were presented, having been distributed to members previously. The accounts can be
consulted in the respective documents.
Jose Luis highlighted some facts about financial activity report:
- Incomes improved substantially last year (from around 10,700 to 14,700), both by individual
presences in Helsinki; and the association of one more institutional member;
- Expenditures increase a little (to levels of two years ago) (to 7382 euros);
- This results on an aprox surplus of 7000 euros;
- Expenses were less aprox 8000 euros than expected/budgeted because it were not used the grants
(phd and research);
- Account: 45825 - statement of financial position – net balance;
- At the end, this year we had more income than expected (aprox + 4000) and less expended (-8000),
which resulted (as precedent year) in an operational surplus caused by these deviances;
The report was consensually approved.
Jose Luis presented also the budget proposal for next year (cf. accounts), for 1/9/15 to 31/8/16. Like in
precedent year, it is expected a small deficit, but in last years, at the end of the year it ended up in
surplus (without eventual publication, and raise of PhD mobility grant).
After brief discussion, the GA approved the budget for 2015-16.
Other:
As the RESER gained this year a new institutional member (Mondragon Innovation and Knowledge,
from Basque Country, Spain), it was seized this opportunity to make a brief presentation of these
team’s activity. Estibaliz Hernandez made a brief presentation of the activity developed in MIK, and
explained their interests on services and services innovation particularly. A particular focus is put on
this team in the issues of applied research and transference of knowledge.

6. Elections of new council members
Patrik explained briefly the functioning of the council and of electoral process, considering there were
new members present at the GA.
The general assembly proceeded to the election of new council members. Following the electoral
procedures, a set of candidates had previously expressed their candidatures.
- 1 Member whose mandate was ending, but who expressed their will to continue serving in the
council: Laurentiu Tachiciu, which had expressed his interested in being reelected.
- 1 other member expressed also his candidature to be elected as Council Members for the next 3
years: Lars Fuglsang (which presented himself and his main research interests)
Both candidates were elected unanimously.
Tiziana Russo Spena will join also the council as the organizer for the 2016 conference.
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MCM presented a suggestion of having also a PhD student as co-opted member in the Council
meetings to speak about the students’ problems and interests, as occurred in the past (as the “voice” of
the students”). The idea would be to ask Luna Leone (a student which was previously awarded, and
already with regular link to RESER). Luna Leoni, which was present at the meeting, was challenged to
accept. She presented her research interest, and accepted, and then the council seconded and approved
MCM’s proposal.

7. Conference 2017
Patrik raised the question of the need to initiate the thinking about this topic, expressing council’s
awareness of promoting geographical and disciplinary diversity, on selecting location for RESER
conferences.
Marja Toivonen expressed the possibility of Lituania, and offered to ask if they could be candidates;
Markus reported contacts with Lithuania regular attendees; the possibility of Baltic states is interesting
and will be explored.
Metka suggested the interest of collaboration of new institutional member, Mondragon IK, which
could be explored in a potential organization of a future conference. Estibaliz said that this could be a
possibility to explore, but after this period, in future occasions.

8. Other
- Patrik remembered the need to start thinking potential nominees for lifetime award, process which
will be developed in council meetings (but suggestions are welcomed).
- A brief discussion was held on how to attract new people to be permanent members in RESER, to
keep their relation after finishing their PhD, and maintaining their interest in linking to our network, in
scenery where disciplinary associations conferences multiply, resources are scarce and competition is
high. Metka remembered again that the link to the website is very important and also the importance
of distributing minutes for members. It is important to have an updating of the emailing list for that,
with inputs from Copenhagen organization team (with the updating of new members).
- Next council meeting was pre-scheduled to October: Patrik will send out a doodle to stablish the
date.

Minutes prepared by
Pedro Costa
RESER Secretary
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Appendix:

RESER Council Activity Report
2014/2015
Council members: Alexander Schletz (Fraunhofer IAO, Stuttgart); Brita Hermelin
(Linköping University), Céline Merlin Brogniard (University of Lille), Gisela di Meglio
(Universidad Complutense de Madrid); José Luis Navarro-Espigares (University of Granada),
Laurentiu Tachiciu (Academy of Economic Studies, Bucharest), Maria Savona (SPRU,
UK), Marie Christine Monnoyer (Université de Toulouse 1), Markus Scheuer (RWI Essen),
Patrik Ström (University of Gothenburg, President), Pedro Costa (University Institute
of Lisbon), Risto Rajala (Aalto University), Lars Fuglsang (Roskilde University,
organizer of 2015 conference)

1. GENERAL INFORMATION ON THE RESER COUNCIL WORK
Council meetings and communication with members
In the last twelve months Council has worked intensively on a number of activities, as
predicted, and communication between Council members was frequent. Four tele-meetings of
the Council (phone-meetings, in October, January, May and June) and two face-to-face
meetings (Brussels, in February, and Copenhagen, just before the annual conference) were
carried out in the period. February face to face meeting between the two annual conferences
continues to be very important, as it helps the Council to discuss strategic issues and not only
to manage its regular activities. As in the past, the Council members should make use of
national research representative offices in Brussels to secure free of charge meeting place.
The Council has informed the RESER members about its activities via the website and the
minutes. Mailing lists and databases were updated again this year, and most information flows
were restricted just to associates with their association fees regularized. A digest version of
minutes is regularly updated on the website, while more comprehensive versions are sent
periodically to registered members. RESER website has been assumed as the main repository
of information of RESER and its main channel of circulation of information amongst
members and with broader services research community. Consequently it has been very
actively updated, and used as main communication tool to members (in parallel to other
resources such as mailing lists and digital social media). More active response of RESER
members and their provision of relevant news to feed the website are very welcome and
would benefit all members.
Membership
In September 2015 the RESER was composed of 177 individual members and 4
institutional members. In 2015, Mondragon Innovation and Knowledge (from Basque
Country, Spain), joined Fraunhofer IAO (from Germany), VTT Technical Research Centre
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(from Finland), and CRISP Centro di Ricerca Interuniversitario sui Servizi di Pubblica
Utilità alla Persona (from Italy), as the forth RESER institutional member.

2. HELSINKI RESER 2014 CONFERENCE
The Council actively supported the Helsinki 2014 conference organisers in planning the
activities related to the conference, on the theme “Services and new societal challenges:
innovation for sustainable growth and welfare” and on the post-conference work. Marja
Toivonen and all the organizing team did an excellent job that made possible the success
of the organization of this 24th RESER annual conference. A brief balance on the Helsinki
Conference and on the PhD Colloquium was made between council members and the
organizers, and lessons were extracted and transmitted to the organizers of 2015
editions.
It was possible to publish the proceedings of the conference quickly after the
conference; including all the authors which wanted to do so. Several papers were
submitted to publication in several journals (EGS, JIE), including the organization of a
sponsored special issue of TIMR and a special dossier on SS.

3. RESER COUNCIL PRIORITIES FOR 2014/15
In line with recommendations at the GA in Helsinki the Council has identified the
following priority actions that were carried out in 2014-15:
a) Collaboration with the organization of the 2015 annual conference, in
Copenhagen.
The council actively collaborated with Lars Fuglsang and the Roskilde University
organizing team of 2015 RESER conference, on the theme “Service development and
innovation for prosperity and human well-being in the 21st century”, which occurs at
Eigtveds Pakhus, Copenhagen.
The council was involved in the suggestion of keynote speakers and thematic sessions,
as well in the support to the organization of practical issues, both related to the
conference itself and the publishing opportunities after it. The relation with practice and
the promotion of conversation between practitioners and researchers was assumed as
one of the priorities of the conference (including several moment of discussion and a
keynote speech).
As in precedent years, RESER council and the organization of the conference worked
together in order to assume the conference a special floor to increase the cooperation
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strategy with other institutions and services networks, and to increase the visibility of
RESER.
In this sense, it was possible to have again a REDLAS special session/track, centred on
the issue of services in Latin America and developing countries. As it was difficult to
have direct support from the organization of the conference this year due to financil
constraints, improved support was given by RESER council to this (doubling funding
support), in order to enable and enhance participation from REDLAS members in
Copenhagen conference.
Two grants (2 RESER founders award for best paper) for supporting PhD students
(500+300 euros) were available for the conference, as in precedent year. This includes
the participants in the Docoral Coloquium, which took place in parallel with the
conference. Papers with just one author (the student, without the superviser) were
elegible. A small sellection committee composed by 3 council members analysed the
proposals and the annoucement of the winners is made at the conference dinner.
RESER lifetime award was not attributed this year, as it is now atributed on a biannual
basis. Next edition will be next year and the prize will be awarded in 2016 conference.
b) PhD Colloquium, at Roskilde University
The council has also actively collaborated with Risto Rajala and the organizing team of
the PhD colloquium, held in parallel to the conference. PhD Course was designed to take
place on the premises of Roskilde University, during the days immediately precedent to
the conference. A permanent discussion on the model, schedule and related funding
issues about the PhD Colloquium was held throughout the year, as several contingencies
were occurring. After Helsinki’s experience some lessons were extracted, including the
need for the downsizing of keynote speakers’ expenses and other organization issues,
unless sustainable funding resources could be found or provided by local organizers.
The council found important that the PhD colloquium should keep the characteristic of
having no fees for the participants. Council decided to support this year’s organization
with an amount of 1000 Euros in order to cover some small expenses (coffee breaks,
etc). After an ongoing monitoring of the level of demand of the course, an analysis was
made defining a reasonable minimum number of participants in order to keep financial
equilibrium and a pedagogical and scientific level of quality, essential to attract the
students in the long term (assuming a minimum number of 10 students for the
realization of the colloquium). The discussion on this will be followed for further
editions, considering such number is also important to improve the number of
participants in the conference, each year.
Finally, a one day PhD Colloquium was defined to occur in the day before the conference.
Essentially, it is centred on the discussion of students’ papers, providing for the
participants the possibility of having feedback on their work by more experienced
services researchers, which are participating on the conference and linked to local
organizers at Roskilde University.
c) Publications and relation with SIJ
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In the sequence of Helsinki GA discussion, the decision of discontinuing the relation with
SIJ was taken and the Council was mandated to promote a task force to develop a new
publication strategy.
The development of alternatives, include trying to find a pallet of 3-4 journals in
different disciplines, different countries (Anglo-Saxon, French, Latin America), different
knowledge areas, in the scope of RESER interests, which would be open to accept special
issues, not necessarily in an annual basis, or the publication of a RESER book series with
a stablished international publisher, for instance, were discussed. The several ideas
brought up by diverse members in the GA (e.g. linking conference sessions/tracks to
specific publications; flexibility of partnerships through the years, through sporadic
collaborations, including SIJ also; valorization of RESER brand in publishing
mechanisms, etc.) were taken in consideration on this debate, which was being
developed through the year on the diverse council meetings.
The opportunity of having a pre-selection of papers in each conference, around specific
thematic lines by conference organizers or other members (such as being done already
for EGS or JIE, or for SS in Helsinki) would be interesting to be explored, even if on an
occasional basis, for specific themes or episodic special editions. Collaboration of all
RESER members would be appreciated on this. The link to the RESER brand (by the
authors themselves, and by those special editions), could be further explored, as well as
the possibility of linking the journals at the webpage, provide information in RESER’s
webpage, and enhancing a symbiotic relation in terms of visibility for each part. There is
also the possibility of having special issues (more or less related to the conferences)
launched by RESER members in different Journals (as individual researchers, more than
RESER as organization), in parallel to a more comprehensive approach to each
conference (for instance, in a book format). The two approaches could be
complementary: the book as a continuation of precedent strategy (providing long term
RESER publication as brand), and special issues in exploring new opportunities and
specific sub-fields. The book can be crucial to keep the importance of cross disciplinary
research that marks RESER. Some specific aspects on this strategy can be highlighted for
the moment:
- Publishing of Helsinki papers
Several papers of Helsinki conference are/were under selection and publication process
in several journals, in articulation with conference organization and RESER council
(apart from other individual initiatives of publication in other journal, naturally): (i) 7
papers from last conference were selected for being under refereeing process for EGS
journal; (ii) 5 papers were under the same process in JIE (Journal of Inspiration
Economy); (iii) a special issue from Technology Innovation Management Review
(TIMR) was published on February 15 (including a sponsored big add to next RESER
conference); and (iv) 6 papers from RESER conference are on the refereeing process for
a Service Science (SS) special issue, on social innovation issues.
- Possibility of publishing of Copenhagen papers
It was asked for these journals if after Copenhagen we will keep the same kind of
relation with these journals and in some cases (EGS and JIE) it was confirmed that it is
expected so. In other cases (TIMR) there is a possibly to negotiate, but there is the
problem with the publication fee (5000 euros) required by the publishers.
- Publication of proceedings/ and availability on RESER webpage.
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Helsinki proceedings are already on line on the conference webpage (authorization was
asked to the authors of the papers); the same will be done in Copenhagen. Then, they
will be available at RESER website, as soon as possible.
- Relation with SIJ
PS talked with Eileen Bridges, communicating the decisions of last GA, and discontinuing
the traditional relation with this journal, while keeping the door opened to episodic
collaboration on other formats. Some RESER members have been contacted to stay at
the editorial board of the journal, which can be an window open to rethink the
maintenance of some privileged relation with this journal.
Regarding the two last RESER special issues, the news is not clarifying: the thematic
special issue from Bucharest Conference didn’t come out and it will not happen. Some
papers were accepted, other rejected, but the ones accepted were included for regular
issues (and not a special issue as it was expected). Regarding Aix-en-Provence’s
conference, there are 3 papers under publication, which were kept by Eileen Bridges
from the process. They are nearly ready to be published, but the situation of all the other
papers submitted is not known.
- Relation with other journals
In parallel with all these, it was discussed the possibility of exploring other publishing
options, for future conferences. Besides occasional collaborations with SIJ, and a more
structured work with journals with which RESER has stablished already some relation,
that could offer possibility for quick review, and publishing quick some papers of the
RESER conferences (EGS, Anfitheatru Economic, Journal of Inspirational Economy,
Revue de l’Economie et de Management d’Innovation), other possibilities to establish
more permanent links are being studied for this and for the next years (e.g. Eurasia
Business Review). Another possibility for a special issue from future conferences
(starting Copenhagen 2015) has appeared in cooperation with the journal Economics
and Policy of Energy and the Environment (EPEE).
- Editing Books; RESER publishing series with Edward Elgar
The possibility of editing books was also intensively discussed. There is a possibility of
preparing a book with Edward Elgar. It is a more broad possibility, to have a book each
year, stablishing a “RESER book series”. That will need very committed editors, with
wide involvement in the process, but with the advantage of controlling refereeing
process, and transdisciplinary approach. It will have some flexibility in its format, with
10 to 15 papers.
PS has initiated the discussion with Edward Elgar on a RESER based series on services. A
potential theme could be discussed after the conference in Copenhagen.
d) PhD Mobility Grant and Small Research Grant
In the sequence of the decision of the GA, RESER had available in the budget for 2015
(such as in precedent years), 3000 euros for the PhD Mobility Grant and 5000 euros for
the Small Research Grant (besides 800 for Founders Award, for best doctoral student’s
papers in the conferences).
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A discussion about each of these funding mechanisms was held among the council
members, drawing on the previous debates which occurred at the last General
Assemblies, in Aix and in Helsinki, in which there was a general agreement on maintain
these supports, but rethinking the conditions of provision in order to promote their
attractiveness and effectiveness.
Concerning the PhD Mobility grant, it has been launched as a new way of enhancing
cooperation, networking and mobility in line with the goals of RESER. The idea was to
support the possibility for PhD student mobility among the different research
environments. The support should enable shorter or longer stays at a partner university
within the RESER network. This could cover cost up to 3000 Euro. A call should be
launched during the autumn, after the annual conference.
Concerning the small research budget, it has been traditionally designed to support
research initiatives that include at least three different research environments. Two of
these should be RESER members. These applications can have the character of seed
money for larger applications or smaller joint pilot studies. In total, the application could
cover costs up to 5000 Euro. The council has been discussing the possibility of having
more flexible timeline for sending in application on a running basis.
Drawing on this previous basis, several suggestions were made and discussed, in several
council meetings, regarding these different funding schemes and their specific objectives
and regulatory frameworks. Improvements in their communication strategies were also
required, and were also discussed.
Drawing upon the previous debates, it was held a discussion on the maintenance or not
of both these schemes (PhD student mobility grant, and small research grants). A
tentative scheme combining the two incentive grants and making more flexible the acess
conditions was discussed and developed. A more flexible instrument was proposed in
which a Small Research Grant for a small research project could include (or be
articulated with) the circulation of a PhD student. This would imply a set of general
requirements (to be available to all institutions that are RESER members; Minimum of 2
teams, 1 PhD student; Funding: 5000+3000 euros; Within these limit, proposals can be
very flexible - e.g, 1, 2, 3 students, 1 month, 15 days, etc.), and specific requirements
(need to have a research proposal; need to present a paper at the RESER conference;
need to have a small report, at the end, available in the website, possibility of organizing
a specific session within the next RESER conference).
A draft of new regulation is being developed by council members, including this new
proposal (which enables also the appliance in the “old” format), and is about to be
launched to the next period. It was considered important that the GA would pronunciate
about it.
Confronted with the possibility of not having (again) the small grant in 2015, it was
decided to make a broader call to the members, considering the different possibilities,
before the GA.
e) Long Term membership
In the Helsinki GA the possibility of creating a long term membership status was
suggested, with a lower membership fee for long term members, namely the ones that
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are retired and not linked anymore to an academic institution. A general discussion was
held on this topic with contradictory positions. It was considered that GA would like to
ask to the council to propose on this, for a clear decision. Additional discussions are
needed within the council to generate a proposal.

f) Relation with REDLAS
The deepening of the relation with REDLAS (The Latin American and Caribbean
Network on Services Research) was pursued, as stablished in the last GA. The
collaboration of RESER with REDLAS is reported as being a positive experience with
high potential in the future. Maria Savona continued developing her function as “bridge”
between the two associations, working with a REDLAS startup group, in a systematical
way, in line with RESER action plan (improving aims such as mobility and research
cooperation).
A REDLAS track was included in the organization of Copenhagen conference, as it has
happened before in Helsinki. Following a request from REDLAS, the council discussed
the form and the amount of a possible support for the participation of REDLAS members
in RESER activities, particularly in the annual conference. Considering the problems of
local organizing committee to ensure specific help (in reducing participant fees for
REDLAS members), the Council discussed to maintain a support fund for REDLAS
participants, which should be managed by the association, of one thousand euros, and
have also decided to support the registration of 2 to 4 REDLAS members in the
conference.
On 27-28th May 2015 REDLAS conference on the theme “Services, Natural Resources and
Trade Patterns in Latin America” took place in Montevideo, Uruguay. Next year (October
2016) REDLAS conference will take place in São Paulo, Brazil, under the theme “Services
and Technology: Internationalization, Tendencies, Challenges and Opportunities for
Latin America”.

g) Visibility of RESER
Following the GA recommendations on the need to improve visibility of RESER, engaging
more with other areas of society, and organizing sessions of dissemination in other
conferences, etc., several initiatives were developed. Several of the suggestions made on
improving the collaboration with other networks, and of promoting workshops, or
special sessions on other conferences were taken in consideration.
A special session, centred on the theme “Public-private Collaborations & Regional
Development” was organized by Brita Hermelin and Grete Rusten, in the scope of the
Regional Studies Association conference.
The Council members that participate at various national and international conferences,
expert groups, seminars and workshops are disseminating news on the RESER and raise
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the awareness on RESER in different scientific and public policy communities. These
activities are well in line with the mission oriented objectives of strengthening the
visibility and impact of RESER.
The council discussed also the way to develop the relation with RESER institutional
members, in order to enable them to present their recent work on services on our
webpage or elsewhere, and to give the opportunity to RESER members to learn more
about what they doing.
In order to develop the relation with other service networks (besides REDLAS) and
visibility within different scientific and public policy communities, the council also
discussed the possibility of utilizing different platforms that relate to service research.
Patrik Ström participated in the conference “Making the EU services market an engine
for growth” organized by the EU Commission and Bertelsmann Stiftung on 2 July. This
was one of the outcomes of the work within the High Level Group on Business Services.
This could for the future generate a position for RESER in the policy work on services
within the EU.
Suggestions for improving relations with other service networks have been discussed by
the council, in the sequence of GA recommendations. The possibility of setting up RESER
sessions at other associations conferences (besides Regional Studies) was discussed and
some suggestions putted forward. Organizing other Special Sessions in our conference in
the future is also a possible way to interact with other organizations.

4. OTHER ACTIVITIES OF THE COUNCIL
4.1. WEBPAGE MANAGEMENT
RESER webpage have been actively used and updated, all through the year. Some small
problems with the management of the webpage and recurrent technical difficulties that
have been felt in the past seem to be dealt for now, and the relation with the provider is
far more efficient. The main challenge now is to have a continuous flow of information
from the members, in order to keep the webpage updated and attractive to visitors.
Several improvements were achieved, mostly with PhD´s students’ information
(providing monthly profiles of diverse PhD students and information about their thesis),
but there is the need of more information, particularly showing the regular activity of
members. Other challenge is to stablish again more efficient and quick links to
conference papers after each conference, overcoming the difficulties stablished by
journal publishers during publication process. This is an important concern as the
availability of papers is useful for both students and researchers (even if temporary,
previous to the publication of the same paper in a journal or book).
The discussion on more structural changes on the webpage for next years (upgrading
and modernizing it, involving younger researchers collaborating in its management, and
providing new ideas in the way we communicate), continued among the council
members, though its urgency is not so accurate as it was when the technical problems
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were bigger. Nevertheless, if things go well, it will be expected to have more information
to be disseminated, and solutions in order to find another platform (open source) to a
new webpage are being thought..
All RESER members are encouraged to submit information to the Council that they want
to publish on the web. With the extensive database on member teams the RESER
website is a platform that enables members to connect with other members more easily
when building teams for projects or looking for partners for developing other ways of
cooperation. Information should be sent to website manager (mariechristine.monnoyer@univ-tlse1.fr) or posted at RESER LinkedIn Group.

4.2 ENHANCING AND MAPPING RESER COMMUNITY
In the sequence of last years’ efforts to improve membership mapping and the
knowledge about our members and services researchers’ community, some specific
steps were made in order to advance on this, continuing the efforts developed during
last year.
Last year, several ancient RESER databases were crossed, and it was assumed a new
updated version, for information dissemination purposes, drawing upon the registration
of participants (and memberships) at Aix-en-Provence conference. This database was
transmitted to Helsinki organizing team, which updated it and transmit it to Copenhagen
team. In parallel, another more extensive database was prepared, drawing upon existing
information from last conferences, which is useful for larger dissemination purposes (e.g
call for papers launching, etc). This database will also be regularly updated in the near
future, and shared by the council and local organizing committees.
The council has made an effort to centralize and update this information, in order to be
able to communicate and involve more directly the members that link with the
association for just a short period. In effect, we have each year new members coming to
the conference (which have to become members in order to register for the conference),
and maybe we could build some buzz around them, in order to try to involve them more
with RESER (and make them stay after those year, as many of them just register for that
specific year’s conference). The idea is to a list of new members, each year, and the
council would be happy to welcome the new RESER members and provide a more
personal relation with them. Marie-Christine Monnoyer volunteer to build upon this
relation and send an welcome e-mail to all of them in name of RESER, collecting also
information to feed the website, in the process. Drawing upon the registers of 3 last
conferences and the associate treasure registers, Jose Luis Navarro has been updating
the members list, identifying the new members of the 3 last conferences, which are
being contacted now by the council. This process is intended to be followed during next
years.
In this strategy for enhancing RESER community, the role of the webpage is central, as it
was defined last year. The webpage was assumed as the main information repository
and main dissemination mechanism, being available to all the ones interested in RESER
activity, and reaching people that was (voluntarily or not) excluded from the previous
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existing databases, which no longer receive directly information. This was also followed
this year and it is supposed to be continued.
Another issue considering the enhancement and mapping of RESER community is the
mapping and communication with PhD students. It has been identified the problem that
we do not have any regular information about the PhD students that are working in
service science, even within RESER community. A mechanism is still being developed in
order to have a reliable and updated list, which can be useful for getting updating
information on students’ work and thesis about services. A new list, with data collected
from last conferences, plus information from summer schools and PhD Doctoral
Colloquium is under development. However, as it is a task which is very time consuming
to maintain, and which is not possible to make on voluntary basis, as we have scarce
resources and need to prioritize where we put our workload, for now this aspect is still
underdeveloped.

5. ADMINISTRATION AND FINANCIAL ISSUES
Jose Luis Navarro has been the RESER treasurer and has helped the organization to
enhance the efficiency of financial issues. The financial situation of RESER is presented
in the accounting report.
During the course of the year the council was being informed of the evolution of the
situation by its treasurer. After the closing of the 2015 conference there were no big
news to report; the as the situation is stable, in line with the previsions, giving a
comfortable financial situation to deal with all the budgeted items. One unexpected and
very good issue is that we have now one new institutional member: Mondragon
Innovation and Knowledge (from Basque Country, Spain), which expressed its interest
to join RESER as institutional member, and our budget was reinforced with this.
This is in line with the discussion held in last GA’s and the need to attract more
institutional members as associates of RESER, and the mechanisms developed for the
effects. For now, it is admitted that each institution have the right to have 3 “free
membership” in the conference fees. Efforts will be made to attract more institutional
members.

6. OTHER
Conferences 2016 (Naples) and 2017
The council analysed and accepted the proposal received from Tiziana Russo Spena for
the organization of 2016 conference, to be realized in Naples. The proposal of date is 1517 September and the preliminary general theme is “What’s ahead in Service? The
challenges of service research for business and society”. The council discussed the
preliminary documents (with general theme and subthemes proposals) which were sent
by the proposed organizers, and have been giving feedback and some suggestions in
order to have a broad scope in the conference, which can embrace all RESER interests.
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RESER will offer to local organizer proponents’ support in terms of articulation with
2015 Conference Organizing Team and all council activity. The need to articulate with
PhD colloquium organization is also required and will be developed during next year.
The council has also started thinking on 2017 Conference, and some potential
possibilities are being explored. Potential candidates are welcome to contact the council
for consideration.
Calls for proposals
It were not registered new participations of RESER in calls or proposals, this year, again.
This seems a problematic topic for action, and this area would be an opportunity to
strengthen the work on joint applications for national and European funding. It
potentially calls for better coordination among the RESER community.
The council had a brief discussion on this in its face-to-face meetings, framing this need
on its strategic plans for the future. Common research projects (particularly based on EU
funding) will be an interesting opportunity for RESER to deep its role in services
research. RESER competitive advantages as a long-term stablished and broadly
internationally disseminated network were brought up and considered as an important
asset to explore. Individual initiative in the mobilization of partners and the
development of proposals seem to be a determinant aspect which should be worked out.
Preparation of electoral process
Lars Fuglsang will stand for election to join as regular member. Laurentiu Tachiciu will
stand for re-election at the GA. Tiziana Russo Spena will join the council as the organizer
for the 2016 conference.
Report prepared by:
Pedro Costa and Patrik Ström
Reser Council Secretary and President
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